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Small Black Box...
a Monthly performance space at

Metro Arts, 109 Edward St.,

Brisbane to foster a community

(both artists and audience)

dedicated to experimental
music and sound art in Brisbane,

Australia.

The opportunity for local and interstate artists to fulfil

experimental music performances and sound art

installations in the inspiration driving Small Black Box.

Artists are freed to concentrate on their work and have

it scheduled into into a rapidly evolving year program

that attracts Brisbane audiences.

Intimate audiencesare supporting present skirmishes

with sound art and experimental music performances

sporadically attacking the entertainment scene; with a

monthly medication Small Black Box aims to develop,

refine and widen the tastes and education of the

audience. With support from sponsors (Arts Qld, 4ZZZ,
Qmusic, SBS Alchemy & MetroArts), ticket sales and

volunteers, the budget for Small Black Box is modest,

an emphasis is on local artists performances as a cultural

exchange of ideas with local talent. Promotion is

approached innovatively by reinforcing flyers and

posters with emails and newsgroups, aus_noise,

enhancing the word of mouth support that drives the

awareness of new music performances in Brisbane.

Subscribe to the newsletter to get monthly reminders

to the next performance and artists biographies.

Small Black Box, as a performance space is a pivotal

location for new music in Brisbane. Associated with

the events will be a regular stall of recorded works by

artists.

Scott Sinclair is Caretaker Curator while Andrew Kettle

is on leave.

production team

Scott Sinclair -
Caretaker Curator
Experimental musician

working in both electronic

and instrument-based

projects in Brisbane since

2000. Performance

highlights include Can of

Worms 2001; Electro-

Communion 2002; Small Black Box 2001/2002; Sound

Summit 2002; Melbourne Fringe Festival 2002; and

performances with groups pH3, Ocean of Air, and Flew

Creeking. His sound works have received airplay

throughout the country on ABC Classic FM, RTRFM,

3CCCFM and 4ZZZFM. In 2002, Scott has been involved

in organising a number of experimental-related events

at the Pink Palace in Herston with Odyssey Creative

Productions.

Greg Jenkins -
Assistant Curator
Greg lectures in sound

media at the Creative

Industries Faculty at the

Queensland University of

Technology and has also

been artistic director of

the performance ensemble Simulation.  He curated

the concert programme of the Australasian Computer

Music Association 2000 conference and has also

worked on a number of film score projects.  Most

notable of these was co-writing the score for the short

film STOP which gained international recognition at

the 2000 Cannes Film Festival. endoPHONIC is Greg’s

main musical vehicle and is a collaboration with like

minded composer Richard Wilding. Using elements

like electronic transformations of acoustic sound

sources and real-time software synthesis,

endoPHONIC use the vocabulary of musique concrete

to navigate a course through contemporary non-dance

oriented electronica.

David Loose -
Audio Engineer
David Loose has been

working around the

fringes of Brisbane’s

music scene for the past

four years.  He has been

working at his home

studio since 1997, and

completed a Cert. IV

course in Contemporary

Music/Sound Engineering

in 2000.  Since then, he

has worked in various

fields, including lighting (both corporate and rock),

camera (for Big Brother) and tech on a travelling

theatre show, (audio and lighting) as well as continuing

to work on his own music, which continues to get

nation wide air play.  He has also assisted in the

recording of local acts, done remix work and worked

in radio, including making recordings for SBS’s

Alchemy and producing 4zzz broadcasts.



straight out of brisbane

Straight Out of Brisbane is a new festival of

independent and emerging arts and culture,

beginning this November 20th -24th in Brisbane’s

Fortitude Valley. A cross-artform extravaganza of

underground Queensland culture, Straight Out of

Brisbane is dedicated to excavating the best in

Brisbane’s Bedroom Art. The following events are

related to experimental music and sound art.

Various Artists Panels:
1. Interactive Sound

2. Sound Sculpture/Installation

3. Decomposition as Composition

4. The Role of the Performer in Music

5. Concept Vs Output

6. Demystifying Electronic Music

Artist Talks:
1. Rene Wooller : LEMu - current development of

loop-based audio program, with pattern

generation and realtime pattern manipulation.

zerone.ci.qut.edu.au

2. Lowkey

Events:
1. Club Oops - accidental musical performance.

Team Plastique starts the festival with a bang (or

a bubble wrap pop). Featuring a trio of terror

from Sydney’s DualPlover label - Smallcock,

Bradbury & Sweden.

2. Mind Malfunction - joint Zoo/Secuumb space

gig, Thursday 21st November: Damian Pascoe,

Biffplex, Rene Wooller, Symbiotek, Paul Abad,

Dcaf, Spaz-tech, Neon Princess, and more...

3. Vidiator - Artcom Warehouse, cnr Commercial

Rd & Arthur St, New Farm, Saturday 23rd

November: Def One, Kid Kay Ferris, Team

Plastique, Ponyloaf, Jamie Whitehall, Dvoid, Jean

Poole vs Anna Spanna. VJ/videoart: Amanda

Cuyler, Thea Baumann, Rye Barry, Simulcast, Jesse

Sullivan, Jean Poole, Paul Abad, Louise Terry,

Kittymechs

There will be a modified Small Black Box format

specifically for the festival. Stay tuned to:

www.smallblackbox.com.au

www.straightoutofbrisbane.com

farewell

September 2002 saw me bumbling in to SBB with excitement

about its return.  Flushed from my manic bike ride, dodging

bus drivers in Elizabeth St, I was happy to be back in the

familiar surrounds of the Metro Arts Theatre; with Scott Sinclair

and Greg Jenkins, the new caretakers, making final

preparations for the night’s performance.  Congratulations to

both for a fine job.

Wow! Hasn’t it come along since its inception in May 2001!

My introduction to SBB was in June 2001.  I clearly remember

that evening.  As I walked up Edward St from my car my ears

were struck by this god almighty NOISE.  Yeah! pH3 was in

action in the Metro Arts alley way.  I’m not sure, but I think

Alan Nguyen also did a set that night and it was finished off

by the Perfect Lovers – how could I forget them?  That was my

introduction to live Noise and I was hooked straight away.

I honestly don’t think there have been too many SBBs that

I’ve missed since that first night.  I have enjoyed all the acts

so much and I’ve had a ball of a time getting involved in the

Brisbane Noise Orchestra last year.

I guess my personal highlight has been performing myself in

January 2002.  When Mr Kettle asked me if I’d like to open up

for the year I was really surprised.  What on earth did I know

about noise? I mean, sure I’d done quite a fair bit of

improvisation with my recorder playing prior to this, but I’d

never done anything like this before. However, I guess I was

up for the challenge.  After an incredibly intense month, which

included performing at the Woodford Folk Festival and going

to summer music school at UQ, I’d given myself a week to get

my act together.  Sheesh!  There’s nothing like a bit of stress

to get the creative juices flowing.

From that involvement at SBB I guess everyone has seen what

has evolved from there. Whether it be writing crazy reviews

or hooking up and making music with some of you, well, it

really wouldn’t have happened it wasn’t for such a strong

supportive community of noise artists.  Hmmm…Serendipity

Symphony… I can’t wait to hear the remixes…

Anyway, yeah…so I’m leaving Brisbane to make the move down

to Melbourne and continue my music studies.  And.. I am finally

going to get stuck in to putting my zine Barn-munna together.

Don’t, for one minute, think that I will forget about the

Brisbane scene.  I’ve already spoken to people in Melbourne

and they’re keen to have links established with Brisbane.  So

I’ll be in touch!

So before I ramble on anymore, I guess I just wanted to say to

everyone “thanks for the memories”.  You’ve all been tops!

In particular I want to make a few personal thank-yous to

Scott Sinclair, Jen Kwok, Cameron Street and Luke Beesley

for our no-name experimental group – it’s been emotional.

Also, thanks to Michael Norris, for sharing the drive to

Newcastle and being a great friend, and to Luke Jaaniste,

Jayne Fenton Keane, (love yer work, gal), and Mark Pedersen.

Finally, Andy and Helen, I can’t thank you guys enough for

what you’ve done for me.  You’ve been an amazing inspiration

and incredible support.  Hope to see you both back in action

again real soon.  CHEERS!

Fiona Bennett

The Authors of material are alone responsible

for the opinions expressed therein. This program

is published by Scott Sinclair for Small Black Box

by grant assistance from Arts Queensland. All

communication should be addressed to:

email: scott@cybermarket.com.au

mobile: 0412 543 104



artist biographies

simulation :: ZOID
Simulation are a live electronic music

performance group made up of students of the

QUT Faculty of Creative Industries.

ZOID is the sonic collision of varying artistic

approaches.  This collaboration has brought

about an experimental electro-acoustic result

incorporating a broad range of musical styles,

from harsh and abrasive glitch to melodic

ambience. Combined with the visual stylings of

Jen Muller, Zoid delivers an audio-visual

experience that explores the relationship

between abstract musical timbres and the

concrete.

YAMAHA digital mixer – Matt Wiemers

Computer manipulation – Tarin Stewart

Guitar and effects – Aaron Nebauer

Violin – David Freemantle

Flute – Kobe Manning

AV tech – Jen Muller

Artistic Director Simulation - Greg Jenkins

Puzahki
PUZAHKI = NOISE = MUSIC. Independent producer

of what he has self titled “The Organic Super

Sound” Puzahki is taking IDM and Braindance to

the next level, fusing elements of hyper jungle,

noise breaks, glitch & bass and experimental

recordings to create a style that has been

described as “Squarepusher meets Nine Inch

Nails”.

Puzahki gigs irregularly around Brisbane and is

shortly to embark on a tour through Sydney,

Newcastle, and Melbourne including a spot on

New Years Eve at the Olympic Stadium at Field

of Dreams.

Puzahki’s album It’s Just Noise (local release

only) can be found in local independent record

stores and his new album is to be released in

Feb ’03 on Alias Frequencies Records.

http://puzahki.tripod.com

This Is Not Art (TINA), Newcastle 2002 (including
Electro Fringe, National Young Writers Festival,
Sound Summit). By Fiona Bennett.

The TINA festival was a chaotic frenzy of sound artists,

writers and industry people from all over Australia sharing

their knowledge, experience and a drinking prowess with

other like minded souls.

For my part I spent the few days racing around from

workshop to workshop during the day, grabbing a veggie

burger here and there and taking off to some kind of

performance in the evening, settling back with a beer or

2.

I presented at a workshop with the Spin and Jam crew

about DIY Social Centres.  We discussed the philosophy

of our space and entered in to some discussion about

issues faced within theses centres.  In true anarchist style

we met our counterparts, the Midnight Star group from

Sydney and Irene from Melbourne, approximately 5

minutes after the starting time for this session.  Somehow

we also managed to collapse the giant screen used for

visual displays… ANARCHY!  I guess I would have preferred

a little more organisation, but we had a full house that

pretty much stayed for the duration of the session, so it

wasn’t all bad.

And Saturday night saw us once again end up in mischief.

Serendipity Symphony eat your heart out.  With Allan Boyd

and Fergus Pitt as facilitators of the MELDART I and II

workshops, I still managed to find myself trying to direct

a mish-mash called electroXwerd, comprising something

like 15 spoken word artists (some very dubious) and noise

musicians combined in a half hour performance.  Okay,

there were a couple of nice moments, but we managed

to clear the floor (ha ha ha) and I will have to listen back

to the recording to hear how much of my spoken word

(translating to my heated words) came through while my

recorder was mike up.

It’s really quite difficult for me to pick out favourite

events.  I gained so much from workshops such as A

Musicians Journey (insights in to the transition from

classical musician to electronica/ experimental), and

workshops on publicising your music, writing reviews and

interviewing.  I even managed to pick up on some of the

technical jargon in the mastering session.  Oh! How could

I forget!  The women’s only MC workshop with Sage Francis

was just magic.  Yeah, that was definitely a highlight. He

is just a magician with words. He demonstrated some of

his freestyling capabilities and treated us to some

acappella rhymes.  Plus, the vibes caught on and a few

of the girls showed us what they could do with a mike.

Wild….

And what would Newcastle be without Bloody Fist? Okay,

I love my hardcore and Friday night I had my chance to

twitch away.  Sweet mate.  There was some other sweet

stuff from the Straight Out of Brisbane contingent and

the closing party showcased 3 rooms of amazing talent.

Paul Abad was sublime as always, but I really got in to

the glitchy sounds of Puzahki.  AND, he’s also from

Brisbane.  I could go on and on, but I guess if you want to

find out more then I suggest start saving your pennies for

Newy 2003…

Oh, just one last word.  There was huge representation

from Brisbane.  It was fantastic to see.  And thanks to

the Brisbane posse (I think you all know who you are) I

hung around with for the few days we were there.  It was

great sharing the vibes with you.

this is not art review



artist biographies

AGIT8
*agit8 v.disturb, excite; shake about; stir up (public)

disquiet and unrest…

*born about 10 years ago as a series of sounds,

sculptures, sketches and paintings, inspired by the

original Italian Futurists, their ‘intoners’ (the world’s

first noise machines) and their concepts of a

revolutionary form of art and design.

*these were combined to form the basis of some DIY

post experimental/industrial/powerelectronic/art

package labels that enjoyed considerable worldwide

praise (even from NY producer/composer John Zorn,

ie. “We enjoyed your horrible noise very much!”

1997). However many projects remain unfinished and

will eventually be completed and released.

*current releases on: Kettle (Australia), Toxic Records

(Australia), Zedhed (Australia), Scrotum Records

(Germany), Charito Recs (South America), Fat Lip

Records (Australia), Solipism (USA), Psychoelectronic

Sounds Recordings (Canada), The Green Cross

(Australia), Serbsky Institute (Australia), Smell the

Stench (Australia), AGAB (Australia)…

*bands or artists that I’ve had the pleasure of working

with so far: Kunt (Japan/Australia), Peeled Hearts

Paste (Australia), Psychologische Abwehrfront

(Germany), John Watermann (Australia), Agathocles

(Belgium), Alan Nyugen (Australia), Jason Gann

(Australia), Kettle (Australia), The Witch Doctor

(Australia), Nam Shub of Enki (Australia), Scott

Sinclair (Australia), Outermost (Japan), Cameron

Boyd (Tasmania), Humphrey B.Bear (Australia),

Defiled (Australia), The Perfect Lovers (Australia),

Annunaki (Australia), Conscience Quartet (Australia),

Ames Sanglantes (Canada), SEO (Australia),

NeuroTecSoundscapes (Australia), Stain (Australia),

Dead Inside the Chrysalis (Australia), Paul Abad

(Australia), Jan AG (Belgium), Industria Masoquista

(South America) and more……

*memorable shows that I’ve played at: Deviations 5

(2000), A night of noise/ agit8 CD launch (1999),

Buffalo Club (1998), Experimental Musicians, Noise

and sound artists (2000), Logan show (1999), 4ZzZ

Mutations (2000), Nebula Chunk (2002), Beautiful

Noise 1-5 (1999-2001), 4zZz Graveyard shift radio

show (2000-2001)….

A little shorter, drop the cheesy National Anthem (or

use a gimmick more effectively) and more

convergence of sound and it would have been a top

notch show.

Well, Phil Samartzis and Lawrence English are no

amateurs on this scene.  And it showed.  This was a

very slick performance by this duo.  Samartzis

controlling an array of cd players and English on

turntable etc. Both sets were full of equipment of

all sorts.  The lighting again in the second set adding

the kaleidoscope of sound and colour. It was an

incredible set up, a Big Kids gadget paradise. The

music was nothing new, but neither is anything

minimal, post minimal or post 20th century.  (Hah!

Medievalists were at it centuries ago… sorry, I had to

slip that in)

This was a shorter set, with more bleeps and clicks,

resembling something like summer twilights in the

urban jungle. How apt for this time of year.

What can I say?  I thoroughly enjoyed this set; the

subtle build to the crescendos and the dramatic

stillness following.  Fabulous!

Fiona Bennett

small black box review



small black box review

Sunday 29th

September:

M o o n P a t r o l ,

Philip Samartzis +

Lawrence English

Fresh on the heels of fabrique, small black box 29/

9/02 showed that Brisbane audiences can’t get enough

of their live electronic music.

First up was Moon Patrol (Tony McDonald, Michael

Leo). Their stage set up was like a timeline, as if

some archaeologist had dug through the last 100 years

of electronic music history and the walls of the pit

were lined with a G4 computer, Akai sampler, DX7,

Leslie cabinet and of course at the bottom of the

excavation a beautiful example of a theremin.

Previous Moon Patrol gigs I’ve seen have taken a

panoramic ambient approach and this set was no

exception.  While there were numerous intimate

components like the breathing Leslie cabinet which

started proceedings, other elements such as the

theremin and various samples lent a more detached,

other worldly sound to the music.

Their set drifted from one environment to another,

occupying the vague region between consciousness

and beyond.  Nice use of dynamics punctuated the

drones and the use of a guitar amp in addition to the

PA gave a (perhaps unintentional) expanded

soundstage.   

The demented, distorted guitar quotation of the

national anthem raised a chuckle from the audience

- I for one wasn’t sure whether it was a tribute to

Jimi Hendrix or a political point, along the same lines

of Kettle’s now infamous recital at the height of the

refugee crisis.  Either way, an enjoyable set.  

From the sweepingly detached to the almost

uncomfortably personal, Lawrence English and Philip

Samartzis played us the noises we’re not supposed

to hear.  I was looking forward to this set having

missed Samartzis’ set the night before at fabrique

and it didn’t disappoint.

Starting quietly, the occasional crackle and pop rose

above the air conditioning rumble.  Slowly the two

built up a nervous sounding conversation between

various hums, buzzes, feedbacks and splats.

 Concentrating on the mid to crackle range of the

audible spectrum, the pair were in complete control

of their audio domain, Samartzis, with his multiple

symmetrically arranged CD players and Nord micro

modular, English relying mainly on a turntable he

seemed intent on destroying.

The use of a turntable to do anything but replay

records is something I’ve seen a bit of lately and as

someone who’s done their fair share of repairing such

gear I have to admit it makes me cringe to see such

damage being inflicted willingly!  The noises that

result however are fascinatingly intimate, almost

painful in their honesty.  Michael Norris with his

custom made heavy duty styli extracts similar sounds

but there’s something about the torture of a record

player, the subversion of the act that gives it that

“car crash” fascination.  

The set progressed beautifully, the pair opening up

and slowly drawing us into their stochastic nest of

sounds.  Samartzis’ side of the stage was ordered,

calculated, precise.  I got the impression that every

sound was where he wanted it to be.  English was a

brilliant foil to this, improvising destruction in and

around Samartzis’ tightly structured bed tracks.  

In all, a great evening and well supported.  Andrew

Kettle in his leave of absence can be happy in the

knowledge that his goal of establishing an audio art

community has been well and truly achieved.

Greg Jenkins

I’ve personally never seen Moon Patrol in action

before and I haven’t seen the use of the theremin in

quite some time, so I was really looking forward to

this performance.

For the most part I was reasonably impressed with

this act.  There was an interesting use of the theremin

combined with the electric guitar, keyboards and

other effects.  In particular I enjoyed the descending

chromatics used in a weaving repetitive theme.

However, I think perhaps this repetition became a

little to lengthy to endure.  There were a number of

false endings, build ups of suspense to lapse in to yet

another dose of theremin gestures.  Hmmm, yes that

did become a little frustrating.  I would have like to

have heard development of an idea.

There was a lot of content, although I think it was

quite often misplaced; power chords galore from the

guitar and interesting use of a sample of footsteps.  I

did enjoy some of the low end bass sounds emerging

and would have like to hear more of this.  But when

there was a rendition of Advance Australia Fair thrown

in I was somewhat baffled. What place did this have?

I couldn’t really understand what the musicians were

trying to communicate. I think gimmicks are fine in

performance, but they must have their place and

should be making a statement.

Maybe I should say something about the visuals at

this point.  There was quite an intricate rigging set

up with impressive flashing lights dancing about with

the sounds.  In some ways this is what I found

distracting about the performance.  A number of times

I had to close my eyes to concentrate on the sound

and try to recognise what was happening.

small black box review


